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Information for Examiners

Marking the scripts - basic principles

MARK BAND DESCRIPTORS
I

Band 6 ~evaluation

Band 5 : analysis
I

Band 4 explanation

Band 3 some understanding

Band 2 some awareness

Band 1 very little grasp

1 Examiners first need to place answers in the appropriate Mark Band by referring to the
relevant grid in the mark scheme. Answers placed at the top of the band will hit all
descriptors; answers at the lower end of the band will hit only one; careful judgements
need to be made about marks in the middle of the range and which descriptors have
been met. There will be occasions when an answer hits descriptors in different bands; in
such cases. the 'best-fit' model applies.

2 Examiners must remember that the mark bands are not equivalent to grades: grades are
decided by the awarding committee at the end of each session.

3 Questions are framed to test the AOs, so if candidates answer the question, then the
criteria can be followed.

4 Examiners should be prepared to use the full mark range and not 'bunch' scripts in the
middle for safety, Top marks are attainable if candidates could not be expected to do
more in the time and under the conditions in which they are working.

5 Although the mark scheme provides some indicators for what candidates are likely to
write about, examiners should be willing to reward what is actually there - provided of
course, that it is relevant to the question being asked,

6 Examiners should remember that there are no right answers. Candidates' views which
are relevant, well-argued and supported by appropriate textual evidence must receive
credit whether the examiner agrees with the views or not. It is important to try to remain
flexible if a candidate introduces unusual or unorthodox ideas.

7 Examiners should try to avoid making snap judgements too early before the whole
answer has been read. Some candidates begin tentatively but go on to make relevant
points.
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Section A

Typical answers might be characterised by the
AO Performance Descriptors following descriptions

sophisticated expression; excellent argument or debate will be coherently structured
A01 use of critical vocabulary; and sustained; the question is likely to be fully

technically fluent writing; interrogated; argument is likely to be notable for its
sophisticated shaped arguments depth and perception: excellent use of genre
relevant to the task specific critical vocabulary

Band 6 evaluation of how the author's several points fully developed and evaluated;
(34-40) A02 methods work excellent illustration integrated into the argument.

evaluation of an interpretation or a view or views are explored in depth, argument
A03 interpretations with excellently driven through to its conclusion; textual support is

selected textual support likely to be excellently selected and integrated

evaluation of relevant contextual context is likely to be perceptively evaluated as
A04 factors arising from the study of part of the argument

texts and genre

confident and assured expression; argument or debate will have a shape and
A01 appropriate use of critical direction; several points are likely to be well

vocabulary; generally fluent and developed and explored. effective use of genre
accurate assured argument specific critical vocabulary
relevant to the task

Band 5 analysis of how the author's several points fully developed and analysed; well
(27-33) A02 methods work illustrated in connection with the argument

analysis of an interpretation or a view or views are developed with some depth:
A03 interpretations with well chosen textual support is likely to be very well chosen and

textual support wide ranging

analysis of relevant contextual context is likely to be analysed and integrated into
A04 factors arising from the study of the argument

texts and genre

clear expression: clear use of a clear consistent line of argument; several points
A01 critical vocabulary; accurate are likely to be developed with some depth. clear

writing; clear argument relevant to use of genre specific critical vocabulary
the task

Band 4 explanation of how the author's several points clearly developed and explained;
(20-26) A02 methods work clear illustration in connection with the argument

explanation of an interpretation or a view or views are clearly developed and
A03 interpretations with clear textual explained; textual support is likely to be relevant

support and appropriately chosen

explanation of relevant contextual context is clear within the argument
A04 factors arising from the study of

texts and genre
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Band 3
I (13-19)

I A01
generally clear expression; some
use of critical vocabulary; generally
accurate writing; argument
developing relevant 10 the task

: writing is likely to be focused with several points
I developed in a fairly straightforward way;
argument may not be consistent, some use of
genre specific critical vocabulary

some understanding of how the
A02 author's methods work

I
I

some points developed; development is likely 10
be straight-forward with some illustration and

I some connection to the argument
I

t---.l
: some understanding of an
, interpretation or interpretations wilh
! some textual support
I

I a view or views are developed; textual support is
. likely to be integrated and relevant but not always
consistent

A03

A04

~--~~~~-----~- .- .----------~
some understanding of relevant some context will be Included in the argument
contextual factors arising from the
study of texts and genre

simple writing: some awareness of - ~some aspects of the question are likefy-to be
critical vocabulary; may be I discussed, but writing is unlikely to be
technical weakness; some sense I detailed/there may be some drifting; occasional
of argument relevant to task use of genre specific critical vocabulary

Band 2
(6-12)

I : chosen,

_._----. -~-..
A04 . some awareness of relevant context may be mentioned but wilh limited

, : contextual factors arising from the relevance to the argument II
I

i study of texts and genre II I
f--. - - -- ---_ ... -.. - _. ,

A01 quality of writing hinders meaning; minimal focus on the question; argument unlikely I

little sense of argument with little 10 be shaped; very little grasp of genre specific
I

relevance to the task . critical vocabulary i

Band 1 A02 very little grasp of how the possibly 1 or 2 points mentioned; possibly some
(0-5) author's methods work vague or simple illustration

- .. _----
A03 very little grasp of an some vague writing about the text with litlle

interpretation or interpretations: connection to the task
little reference to the text

- --- .. --,._-_
A04 very littte grasp of contextual there may be irrelevant contextual material

factors arising from the study of
I

texts and genre I
!

.. --_ .
nothing written or writing which has nothing to do

o Marks with text or task
I.__ . -... --_., ...... _._ ..__ - _.

A02 some awareness of how the
author's methods work

some features Identified; possibly some vague or
simple illustration

. A03' - -some awareness of an a view or views are mentioned in relation to the
I interpretation or Interpretations with argument; there is likely to be some textual
I some references to the text I support but it may not be integrated or carefully
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Section B

•
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AO Performance Descriptors
Typical answers might be characterised by the

following descriptions

AOt sO(Jhisticoled <'lK(Jmssion,' eKcellenl argument or debate mi'l be colferontly saucrorea;
use of critical vocabulary; and sustained; the question is likely to be fully
technically fluent writing; interrogated; argument is likely to be noticeable for
sophisticated shaped arguments its depth and perception; excellent use of genre
relevant to the task specific critical vocabulary

Band 6 A02 evaluation of how the authors' several points fully developed and evaluated;
(34-40) methods work, in at least three excellent illustration integrated into the argument.

texts

A03 evaluation of interpretations excellent and perceptive understanding of the
across at least three texts, with given genre which informs interpretation of texts
excellently selected textual support

A04 evaluation of relevant contextual excellent assimilation of relevant contextual
factors arising from study of texts factors into the argument
and genre

excellent discussion of three texts in terms of
depth of evaluation

A01 confident and assured expression; argument or debate will have a shape and
appropriate use of critical purpose; several points are likely to be well
vocabulary; generally fluent and developed and explored, effective use of genre
accurate assured argument specific critical vocabulary
relevant to the task

Band 5 A02 analysis of how the authors' several points fully developed and analysed; well
(27-33) methods work, in at least three illustrated in connection with the argument

texts

A03 analysis of interpretations across very good understanding of the given genre which
at least three texts, with well informs interpretation of texts
chosen textual support

A04 analysis of relevant contextual very good use of relevant contextual factors to
factors arising from study of texts support the argument
and genre

secure discussion of three texts in terms of the
depth of analysis

A01 clear expression; clear use of a clear consistent line of argument; several points
critical vocabulary; accurate are developed with some depth, clear use of
writing; clear argument relevant to genre specific critical vocabulary
the task

Band 4 A02 explanation of how the authors' several points dearly developed and explained;
(20-26) methods work. in at least three clear illustration in connection with the argument

texts
A03 explanation of interpretations clear understanding of the given genre which

across at least three texts, with informs interpretation of texts
clear textual support

A04 explanation of relevant contextual clear use of relevant contextual factors to support
factors arising from study of texts the argument
and genre

clear coverage of three texts in terms of
explanation

Ir
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writing -is likely to be'focused with several pOintsl
developed in a fairly straightforward way;
argument may not be consistent, some use of I

genre specific critical vocabulary .

; some points developed; development is likeiyrl0
be straight-forward with some illustration and
some connection to the argument

I
1---:-,--+------------,-----+-------------.. --I
A03 I some understanding of , some understanding of the given genre which

interpretations across at leasllhree informs interpretation of texts
..-:---=:-_+-"te:..;_x=ts,with some !~xtual support. --,--------:--------------1

I A04 some understanding of relevant I some use of contextual factors which are not

L
contextual factors arising from always relevant to the argument; there may be
study of texts and genre some irrelevant contextual material

_._-+--__ __-:--_I ....;;~_~..;..~.....::_*~r~u~:~~~~!~hree tex.ts, ihinn,er coverag~,

simple writing; some awareness of . some aspects of the question are likely to be
. A01 critical vocabulary; may be discussed, but writing is unlikely to be
. technical weakness; some sense detailedllhere may be some drifting; occasional '

of argument relevant to task use of g~nre specific critical vocabulary ,.----i

. some awareness of how the . some features identified; possibly some vague or
author's methods work. in at least I simple illustration
three texts

I A03. ' some awareness of - limited understanding of the given genre WhJ'Ch
interpretations across at least three informs interpretation of texts

, texts with some references to the
texts

generally clear expression: some
~A01 use of cntical vocabulary; generally
1 • •

accurate wntinq: argument
developing relevant to the task

, some understanding of how the
author's methods work, in at least
three texts

. Band 3
, (13-19)

Band 2
! (6-12)
I

'A04 some awareness of relevant limited use of any relevant contextual factors in !
contextual factors arising from support of the argument: there may be irrelevant
study of texts and genre contextual material

some basic details included of two texts, perhaps
. little on the third
minimal focus on the question: argument unlikely
to be shaped; very lillie grasp of genre specific
critical vocabulary

A01 quality of writing hinders meaning;
little sense of argument with little

krelevance to the tas

Band 1 A02 very little grasp of
(0-5) ! author's narrative m

J any textJ

A03 very little grasp of i
across three texts. Ii
to the texts

A04 : very little grasp of
factors arising from
and genre

r- _. ..

o Marks

--....,-:---:,....--:-----:-- -----:-:--:------1
how the possibly 1 or 2 points mentioned; possibly some
sthocs work. in . vague or simple illustration

very litlle understanding of the given genre which
, informs interpretation of texts

nterpretations
tile reference

unlikely to be any contextual factors relevant to
the argument; there will probably be irrelevant
contextual material ,

noth'ing written or writing which has nothing to:jo
with text or task

--------------- ,--------------

contextual
study of texts
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